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High Tech High Touch: Finding the Right Balance of Technology and Personalization is
Critical To Attracting Top Talent
- More than twice as many people in China, United Kingdom, United States, Australia and Mexico use
apps to apply for jobs than in 2015
- More than half prefer to use mobile apps to find their next role while some still chose desktop
- Personalization is key: more than 1 in 3 say automated messages that are not personally targeted
undermine an employer's credibility
MILWAUKEE, Nov. 15, 2017 /PRNewswire/ -- Technology combined with a personal approach is the top priority for job
seekers finds new research from ManpowerGroup Solutions (NYSE: MAN). Swipe Right: Candidate Technology Preferences
During the Job Search provides fresh insight from more than 14,000 people in 19 countries into application preferences and
includes practical steps employers can take to attract and retain right-skilled workers.
Visit manpowergroupsolutions.com/candidatepreferences for detailed information on candidate preferences
or to download the report, Swipe Right: Candidate Technology Preferences During the Job Search.
"In today's tight labor market, the candidate has more authority than ever before" said Kate Donovan, Senior Vice President
of ManpowerGroup Solutions and Global RPO President. "Attracting the brightest and best people into your organization
needs to combine a high tech and high touch approach. The two are not mutually exclusive. Candidates' application
preferences and expectations for job searches are changing rapidly and businesses need to keep pace. Jobs are personal
and relationships matter: technology can simplify the application process but should not replace personalization and the
human touch."
ManpowerGroup Solutions shares eight practical recommendations for employers including:




Be smart about the smartphone. Mobile applications may increase the amount of applications employers receive
but organizations will achieve the right fit for the role through a personalized and candidate centric approach.
Look beyond traditional HR platforms and apps. It is easier to meet candidates where they already are rather
than insisting they try something new.
Let a bot be a bot. The technology that an employer uses (or does not use) at every stage of the recruitment life
cycle sends a powerful message about an organization and its values to candidates. Chatbots should be an extension
of an employer brand and be open and transparent that they are bots. They should complement not replace human
interaction.

Visit manpowergroupsolutions.com/candidatepreferences for detailed information on candidate preferences
and to download the report, Swipe Right: Candidate Technology Preferences During the Job Search.
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